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First, an overview of my workflow…



code experiment

“type type type…”



code experiment

post on Google

“Woohoo, I’m on 
the internet”



code experiment

post on Google

create MTurk HIT

“Hey Turkers, go to my 
webpage and I will 
give you moneys!”



code experiment

post on Google

create MTurk HIT

run pilot
A few people actually 
do go and I do give 
them the moneys…



code experiment

post on Google

create MTurk HIT

run pilot

run the full study

Yeah, that’s the same 
thing but with bigger N



code experiment

post on Google

create MTurk HIT

run pilot

run the full study

monitor email & TO “talk, talk, talk…”



code experiment

post on Google

create MTurk HIT

run pilot

run the full study

monitor email & TO
(let’s be honest, shall we?)

fix screw ups



The workflow of the Turker 	

(the part that I control, anyway)



“go to this website to 
do the HIT”



“okay, I’m here at the website and it’s 
telling me what will happen”



“yeah, yeah, demographic 
information”



Some instructions to read 
and click through panel by 

panel…



Correctly answer a few 
questions about the study…



Do some super-exciting 
category learning!



Get to the end and receive a 
completion code



Check out the debrief page maybe?



Go back to MTurk and 
type the completion code



Tell the researchers how 
much I love them



Click here and wait for 
the moneys to appear



Some assorted observations about 
making this process work for you



(1) Ethics helps!

• Not surprisingly, people will do better work if you 
have earned their trust	


• Ethical behaviour pays off in the form of good 
data :-)



(2) Make sure the Turker is crystal 
clear on the process



(3) Provide a field for Turkers to give 
generic comments



It’s really useful in the pilot study

Oops



(4) Try to make your experiments fun

• This shouldn’t be too hard. You’re competing with 
marketing firms and image tagging exercises	


• Almost anything is more fun than image tagging…



(5) Turkers do seem to like reading 
the debrief page



(6) Make sure the site is hosted by 
someone competent like Google…

The sudden spike from 200 Turkers 
hitting the server at the same time 

broke our old hosting service



Rest of the talk…

• Don’t screw up completion codes	


• Do use instruction checks, but be smart about 
how you use attention checks	


• Turkers aren’t naive subjects	


• Turkers self-select into your study	


• The testing environment is uncontrolled



Don’t screw up your completion codes



Completion code is a 
random number, highlighted 
to make it obvious to the 

Turker

Link to debrief screen 
opens in new tab so that 
the Turker doesn’t lose 
the completion code!



The prevalence of 0192 is due to (a) a bug in my code, and (b) 
the fact that I wrote my experiment defensively so that if the 

Javascript broke, the number 0192 was written into the HTML. 
So there was always something the Turker could submit



There it is.	

Paranoia pays off



Instruction checks & attention checks



Instruction checks

• Instruction checks:	


• Questions at the end of the instructions intended to 
verify that participants understood the task	


• If they get it wrong they aren’t excluded, they’re just 
asked to read the instructions again	


!

• We use these a lot	


• They make the instructions more interactive	


• Call attention to the important aspects of the task	


• Helps stop participants “skimming” the instructions	


• (In hindsight, all our lab studies should have done this)





Most people get it right first time, or maybe 
make an error once, but it seems to help



Attention checks

• Instruction checks are, in some sense, part of the 
cover story for the task. 	


• An attention check (AC) is different	


!

• An AC is a question / stimuli added during the task 
to check that participants are “paying attention	


• If they fail the attention checks the data are 
excluded from analysis



I have mixed feelings about AC items

• Good example:	


• In a 2AFC task, include a few items that are very easy	


• Participants will notice, but it doesn’t feel out of place	


• It’s just part of the task	


!

• Bad example:	


• In a survey about racism, ask people what 2+2 equals	


• It’s so obviously an attention check item. Sophisticated 
Turkers will spot it a mile away even if they’re not 
really paying much attention to the task	


• It’s a much weaker check than people think



There is some literature on this



Here is a typical example of an attention 
check “screener” question…

Berinsky et al (2014)



Here is a typical example of an attention 
check “screener” question…

Berinsky et al (2014)



Berinsky et al (2014)

Tversky & Kahneman’s	

 “gains vs losses” framing effect



Berinsky et al (2014)

Random responses by 
people who failed to pass 

the screener test



Berinsky et al (2014)

But because most people pass the screener, 
the overall effect on the data is pretty minimal 



My experience… the ubiquitous “80-10-10” split

•80% of people give great data (yellow)	

•10% of people give data that make sense in hindsight, but 
are weird and you’d never have predicted it (red)	


•10% of people give answers that appear random at every 
level (orange) … which is usually easy to detect!



Turkers are not naive subjects, so some 
studies are not well-suited to MTurk



If a baseball and a bat cost $1.10 together, and 
the bat costs $1.00 more than the ball, how 

much does the ball cost?





Turkers aren’t naive subjects

• There are lots of psych studies on MTurk	


• Don’t run it on MTurk if:	


• The task is very common on MTurk already; and	


• The task is subject to practice effects	


!

• Example:	


• There’s zero point in running the Cognitive Reflection 
Test on MTurk: experienced Turkers will have seen the 
“bat and ball” problem more often than you have



prisoner’s dilemma 56%

ultimatum game 52%

trolley problem 30%

p-beauty contest 7%

dictator game 0%

Chandler et al (2013)

Yep…



Turkers aren’t randomly assigned to your 
study. They will be following you!	


(If they like you)



Turkers track requesters and tasks

read MTurk blogs 28%

follow requesters 55%

follow academic requesters 33%

Chandler et al (2013)



They have the technology…



One person 
reviewing us for 
four separate 

HITS



It’s very common: at this point 
most people doing our HITs have 

seen us before.  



What does that mean?

• If your study is one where you can’t have repeat 
participants then you need to track this



What does that mean?

• If your study is one where you can’t have repeat 
participants then you need to track this	


!

• High tech solution:	


• Install the command line tools, use them to define a 
“qualification”. It’s an advanced trick. See Chandler et 
al (2013) for details



What does that mean?

• If your study is one where you can’t have repeat 
participants then you need to track this	


!

• High tech solution:	


• Install the command line tools, use them to define a 
“qualification”. It’s an advanced trick. See Chandler et 
al (2013) for details	


• Low tech solution:	


• Ask them not to repeat, but be prepared for many of 
them to (honestly) forget what they did before	


• Inspect the worker IDs of those that complete the 
second task and exclude them (after paying, of course)



The environment is not controlled, and 
the testing machine is not controlled	


(sometimes this matters)



Turkers aren’t in a lab, so if you require a 
controlled environment then be careful*

with other people 27%

listening to music 14%

watching TV 18%

chatting online 6%

Chandler et al (2013)

* For my studies I usually don’t want a controlled environment. The 
distribution above looks a lot like the conditions under which people usually 
have to learn, think or reason. Ecological validity is a thing that matters…



The machine matters a bit when it 
comes to reaction time data…



Measuring the actual length of a 
1000ms ISI on MTurk

Almost always close to 
1000ms. (Yay!)



Measuring the actual length of a 
1000ms ISI on MTurk

But a few Turkers are running 
machines that can’t be trusted!



But so far we’ve had surprisingly good 
experiences* with RT data on MTurk 	


!
(*in tasks where RTs are expected to be fairly long)

I’d have lost money on 
this. I totally expected 
the this effect to be 
impossible to detect 

on MTurk



And that’s the workshop, folks!	

We’re around to chat if you like.


